Terms and Conditions for the use of audiovisual material provided by RAI in the
context of MULTIDRONE project
RAI – Radiotelevisione Italiana has collected audiovisual (AV) material from its archives
with the purpose of making it available for experimentation in the context of the ECfunded project named MULTIDRONE. This material is hereafter termed “Content”.
This Content is and remains the copyright property of RAI, but RAI grants the right to
use the Content for the purposes mentioned herein (but without the possibility of
sublicensing any such rights).
Therefore, this Content, nominally embodied in files on a data storage server, is made
available to you by RAI, subject to the following terms and conditions, to which you
hereby acknowledge to be bound under Italian law (and to accept the exclusive
jurisdiction of the courts of the City of Rome in case of judicial proceedings concerning
these terms and conditions):
1. You agree to use the Content exclusively for the scientific research, testing and
development purposes of the mentioned project. Permitted use of the Content for any
such purposes includes showing excerpts of Content as illustrations of your pertinent
research progress or results at scientific conferences. For any further use, including the
showing of the Content in public (e.g. at commercial trade shows), you must request prior
permission from RAI.
2. You agree not to distribute the Content to anyone outside the group you are in charge
of or the entity you are responsible for. Under no circumstances are you authorized to put
any part of the Content on a publicly accessible Internet website. Any publication of the
Content on a publicly available website is under the mandatory condition that you request
prior permission from RAI.
3. You agree to hold RAI harmless from claims arising out of unauthorised use of the
Content.
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